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Following grad.uatiQo from la\v school,she " ': ~:''. er husband's" studies in in-.
worked asa staff attorney foithe Comp- ternational affairs led the couple to
Thee NLC .: has"e'stablished'~ an ad~'" troller of Public Accounts for the state of,' Washington,' D.C. So while working as a
ministratiye position primarily designed:~\ Tex8s;Sheheld this position untili982, at " management consultant, Dean Valdez .
to address student' academic: arid~~"' which time she went to work for'a small'; began looking for a job in education. In her
nonacademic needs, on a ,full-time basis. ' la~firm in -Austin,' Texas." , search for a job in an academic en-
The recently created position is, entitled " . At the close of 1983,"Valdez accepted a vironnient, she accepted the offer from the
Assistant Dean for Student and Ad- ,Position with the TeXasProbation Juvenile NLC~' ' :' ,'~' '...,. '. ..
ministrative'Affairs;:',~and the person;'" Comrriission.. While she had- done three ~.valciez's duties will focus on handling .
chosen to 'fill ,this p<ist,is Mariana· R. 'years o( counseling during her school student problems, both in and out of the "
Valdez. During'the 1983-84';and'1984-85 ~ 'days, this job gave the Dean her first real-, , classroom. "My primary focus will-be
academic years, Assoetate, Dean of the ;, . taste. of .teaehing.; Her duties' with tbe.. academic 'counseling," Valdez said. "I will
NLC, EdwardA;Potts,~ filled this role, ,. . be helping students' determine what'
w,!il.e.a~so:. handlin( his.()thet·ad- .... c ~'lamhere ~olistenand t08uggest classes suit -their individual needs and :
mlIDstra:tlVea:nd teaching duties.' Before " :-solutions~~, '.-.. ,.,"".' .'. ;' . desires. A portion of my counseling in this
this, Prof. Teresa M. Schwartz served as ..: ". . ' .' .' regard will be in coordination with the
theAssociateDeaitoftheNLC,for.student., - ." ".' , ... ' " ,,', Career Development Office," Valdez '
Relations '. and also :ea:rried on her '., ~commission included advising Texas '.. added. '," . .' '. .
research ~d tea'ching ,~esponsibilitieS. <:,:.'.juvenile courts, <instructing' judges and " ObviousJy, an essential element of
Dean Valdez received her B.S. in Speech ...• ..prosecutors on children's issues, as well as Valdez's service to NLC students will be in .
Communications in '1976, ·from .. The, .•. teaching a-juvenile law class on occasion c 'providing an understanding ear when any
University of Texas'atAustin and her J.D. .at Texas universities and law schools; She .kind of personalproblern arises. Valdez, '.
from The University of Te~sSchool of~·' soon realizedthat the dialogue involved in '. whose office will be loCated in Burns 405; . ,
Lawin 1979.The new Dean, who is licensed '~, t~ching was attractive to, her. "I,,> said, "I have been pleasantly surprised at Migrant children Iivmg InpoveJ:ty·45mlles '
to p.ractice'.18w. ill:.bO.tlt ,Te~as and the...,.".,-,.".,discOvered.th.a~ I.l.O.V.ed. . -to tea.ch,·an... d .'. the steadY. strea.~ of students.. that ha.ve.':.· fromFIO.rida'S.. GOldC.~s,CS.··~tea.. tute. on
District of,goluII~bia, haS'Rra~tice<!Ja'Y on~:<found, ~,~y deli~t,.tha~}~~~~asses were ····--·come to see·me m,~~sho~ time,that I; pp;-4-5:' ': ' / ;:1<. rjf:2:":':':'" ,-
both ,the ';.,public ~-:aDd~ pnvate';:Jevel~~-poPulari~,she;sal(I";:"",~,: .•;,;,,,';';~';';"L:":';-;,;.~~ b,ave. been Jtere""~".,~.: ";• '''':., ... ' '... .' ..'" . T
FacultYlt,,;~~ji19:c " ....c>"SC(:c:;;"..~.,~"""-",, ~'c ",':);'''''''·''':?i'7'''~;''',l!i~~~'';",'~:'::r~j>/'·'=ci~'''C~ :
Co~troversyErupts :On Night ,School Admissions
. by Robert~), jacob~ ADMISSIO~S CONTROVERSY made for grade inflation of recent college .':.vords'";'what must'be added to meet the ; ~.~
The Sept.:i3 meeting of 'the tUll-time'? ,', Following a' comment' by Prof. John graduates. He noted that applicants likely mandate of the board of trustees." Barron . i
faculty of the NLCbeganJn a peaceful , Banzhaf· regarding enrollment, Kayton to enter the night division had degrees then defended Stanek, and said that such a .
fashion/:with Dean Jerome Barron .• ,was given the floor by Stanek. Kayton beyond the'traditional four year college request could not be made directly to
welcoming: new faculty" members;'and ;. began bY citing a section 'Of the report degree '. and, on average, they have Stanek, but 'had to be made to a fonnal
hearing nominations and approval of tbe ,which indicated that~the night division's, graduated,from . college seven years faculty committee, in writing.
appointmenL 'of part-time 'faculty. ..··registration had steadily increased from . earlier than their day counterparts; when' . Prof.' Gerald Caplan then defended the
However, tliemeetiDg soon erupted into a '-,1979 to 1983,'but had shown d~reases in grade inflation did not exist. . '. committee: He said, "We've had a double
spirited discussion '.regarding ..the 'ad-. every year since. Kayton acknoWledged ...."It is wrong to say that 90 percent of the .:-standard in night school admissions in the " I
mission standards used by the admissions> that a reason for some of the decline was applicants .are summarily rejected," past, and the board (of trustees) has in- .1
committee. The underlying'theme of. the,'; ·;·dueto the public exposure Qf the effort to Stanek responded. He then stated that; structed, us' to discontinue this policy." }.
sessi9n' boiled down to an accusation by"" drop the night s~hool during the 1983-84 "This is the fairest system we've been able Kay ton responded, "No one has setforth in
Prof. Irving~Kayton that thelawschool-;"" academic year. However, he claimed that to come up with." .Then Banzhaf asked .writing the specific criteria for admission. 'i
administration at the NLC was usirig a, the principle reasonfor the decline 'was a Stanek whether the committee had a 'If we are trying to end the night division by; 1
"hidden agenda" to eliminate the evening flawed admission process used by' the mechanism to adjust for grade inflation, finesse, there will be hell to pay." Barron . i
session, in contravention of a mandate . Admissions, Committee. Kayton stated and whether allowances were made for then said, "There are no plans by this. !
from the university. board of trustees to~, that, by allowing night enrollment to different baccalaureate degrees. Stanek Dean to terminate the night schoo!." In
keep it ~_existence; . , .•. dwindle,"(w)e may-not be meeting our replied that while grade inflation existed reference to an allegation of a hidden
The meeting began to heat up shortly:,' responsibilities to the board of trustees." in the early 1970'S,research indicated that agenda to eliminate the evening division,' 1
after Barron's recognition of Assistant Stanek respond. • that the board of the inflation had leveled off during the mid Barron requested Prof. James Brown~ a
Dean of the"NLC and Director of Ad- trustees instructed !-.rLC to have a blind to late 1970'S, and that subjective ad- . member at the admissions committee and
missionsi,Robert Stanek to speak on the a,dmission policy during .1984-85, in that justments were made for applicants with . an ally of the night division, to addresS the I '
Report. of, the Admi~ions Committee." 'ther:e would no .longer be two separate·, varied and more difficult academic meeting.'
, Stanek began by stating that the NLC is :. pools of applicants. Stanek silid the NLC ,backgrounds.. . '~!' Barron asked Brown, "Is there a hidden
doing better than.the national average in· followed this directive, andallowed those, ' OTHER OPINIONS,. agenda?" Brown replied that he had been
fighting declining enrollment. He cited the ..' accepted to choose then' whet!ler they . This running dialogue. continued for a strong supporter of the night school and
fact that applications for' the .LSAT wanted to be in the day or night division. It several minutes, with others present at the . said that when the committee considered
dropped 11.2 percent last year,while first was suggested by Kayton that Stanek was meeting expressing their opinion. Dean, :·'an applicant, "(i)f anything, we erred on
..yearenrollment only dropped 6.7 percent " not responding to his statement. Kayton ' Edward Potts ·defended the admissions the side of caution." He continued that~
at the NLC. Stanek stated that the law . ~aid the, admission ' committee's committee, of which he is a member, ,"The committee stopped time and time
School enrollment trend is downward ' " mechanics for selection resulted in the' . stating that "all factors are taken ,into again in examining applications to see
across the nation. Stanek also noted that most qualified· students being "thrown . - consideration" in determining whether to what schools (the applicants) came from
there were' onlytwo.registrationweek" . out"; with the ,majority of these students 'admit. an applicant. Kayton, who ,is on" and what their backgrounds were. I
cancellations, resulting'in a larger than "': being the ones most likely to enter the .' sabbatical leave during the' 1985-86term, thought we needed more specific stan-
anticipated Jirst year day class. The' night division; Two of Kay ton's specific ":restated that, "(w)e are not responding to dards when I entered the p~ocess (the
meeting was then opened for questions and ' .criticisms of ,the admission standards' the board of trustees' mandate to maintain" admissions committee), but now I've
comments regarding the Report of the ~L:!", were that(m' no consideration was given, " the evening division.'" He then requested' 'changed my mind." Brown then listed two
Admissions Committee. Itwas during this,,,. to applicants with graduate degrees, or of Stanek the opportunitY to analyze the vague standards used by the committee in
~riOd that the, mee~g begnn)o .takea ' science degrees with traditionaQy lower', '.statistics and procedure. involved in the considering an applicant, one of which is
different turn;;,',;.' ,..".,' .:' '" G.P.A.'s, and (2) no adjustment was being ,admissions process, to determine, in his "',,, " " ~ go to page 3
". "1,~' J ~:~_'.j;.~"~',!.~'_;';"'-..." 'il._-~.~ '" ~/ •.~.' ~:: .', .'-.:--.: ~> _ ..., _, k .'. _ '" , •. ~ " w ~ ~ ..... ' "''' • ~ ~ .. - •• _ .. , " , ' Of .. " "" ...... " ~ ~ " • f .... " 11 ~ " .. Tt • " " •• , • \ l;. • t '" ~ \ , - - - , \ , •••• ,
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WomenAnd TheLaw.-·AreTheyCompat.i~IEi?
, :,.'.: "," ,,; '~~;:~~;f,i!;~,~:,
for my husband and 3-year-old son, then, , hand, females'tended to 'emphasize the' ,questions than it 'answerS/ and may wen
dash off to court. I would work unW 8:00 relationships between and among the :: ha!e made, some' of you angry or upset.
According to a recent report In the New P.M., go home, and then start working , parties, using words like "responsibilitY," ., 11us, of course, is its purpose: to shock YOU
York 'I1mes, more and more' women again atlO:OOP.M. I attribute my bleeding . "obligatioo," and "not hurting." Since ,into thinking abouti,and hopefully even
lawyers are quitting the law. Indeed, the' ulcers to stress and not liking my work.... men have for so long dominated Iegal. ", ta~g about, some issues which Shouldbe
article suggests that "it is hard to attend a ' Women, 'of course, aren't the only ones . reasoning and. judicial law making, it is . of mterest to all law students. I also hoPe
•cocktall party or any other gathering these complaining about the law. The TImes / oot surprising that learning to "think like \ that it will spur Somewritten comments by
days without running Into a woman w!» quotes a career ..counselor who explains a lawyer" may tend to involve learning, to women,law professors" who have a dif·
, has given up a career as a lawyer to do that "lawyers are the most dissatisfied think like a male lawyer. AsMs. Fielm put ferent vantage point even though they may
something else." . professional group." And the Washington. it, "women usually perceive morality not- fully share, the" feelings of women in
The Time. article then goes (Xl to llst a' Post magazine just last year had a lengthy from a different angle, no less worthy, but private practice who came from "lesser
number of reasons women are giving for cover article entitled "WHY DO the law is built on the 'male' point of known law schools", and from other
making this decision, often In their own LAWYERS HATE THEm JOBS: Great ' view.">: . women or Illen ,~po·tpight IJave differing
:~~e;a::=k~~~::;to ~ir;:~~~eiJ;:r:oa~~~~~:,~ut ,,~is brief article probably raise: more ,Vlews., ",,;,··.:;~,;t5~t!t:~.~;,
because they may have more to do with DIFFERENCES IN PERSPECTIVE . B f 1_' I " --,;/:";.~~:::~:.:.thanwilb(.=.:~~~=:.;,~?~~bo~.ee cexe ssues·;d"t?··
, A :s.~~~I?o:r:~~; hahed ~::. w~~f CI~: ~~~ t~~ha::;tie;~oul~dk / C' h a' II'e> n-\~g-''e";-;'~ ,'. '~:':'E:~,:~?r~,""
practiced law for four years soured on t • 'male' pro essions to prove t t ley C " «r»>: '
~=i:; th~::' :x.~r:,~=~e~::f:::t~qZ::::;=~~T:~~, ';, ' " " ..". ': ' . '" ~:~:~r:;
that she wasn't contributing to society, in their female world. In the law, a Last April, The AdvOeatefeatured an : With spike: driven"through his ears to
and the lack of time for a personal life. woman's natural nurturing instincts are " article profiling faculty members who ': protest the, Fede,ration's night wrestling
"It's just not worth it being miserable for rarely called upon. Everybody wants his wrestle with more than great ideas. Here,' program. Barronwon the coveted title by
'money," she said of a $4O,ooo-a-yearjob. lawyer to be hard, mean, and unyielding. ' is an excerpt from the article with the ' default, but ~olds ontothe belt against all
"I'm so happy now. I go to exerclse class. I NObOdy wants his lawyer to have the photos on page 8.<""" ','''''' challengers. His big 'move: A well
- read a good book, I get to see my friends. qualities that most women, feminists ' Banzhaf Beefcake: A' very' controversial' 'executed, often' used .sleeper hold, which
, It's great to be a person again." , included, associate with, ,women: .ten-';> wrestler, always thrusting himself into a most recentlybamshed the popular
.Sixty hour work weeks were another' demess, warmth, compassion, empathy, llmelit fray. He doesn'thave a manager, " Superfly Kempler from the Federation.
factor cited by one woman, who felt that 'synipathetic sensitivity to vulnerability." since he promotes himself. BestMove:., Now Banzhaf Beefcake has issued a
they were largely for show. "Lawyers are Another study tried to determine how The "Big Media Splash." Best Moment: ::" challenge~ that he'll fight the Barron for
, expected to pay dues," she said, "and that non-lawyers: approach the, solving of • Wh~n he convincingly:quenched smokln' :; ",'the title -'- and he will bea,fhim with only
Includes late nights, weekends; and. problem situations involving ethics which ' EnueVan Der Haag m what eventually ',--i one handl The match, scheduled for the
holidays, and your family be damned." ,are often 'the province of law;; It was, " led to' a double disqualification ,even' first Monday lnOctober, will be held at
Another woman who had developed a '. discovered that males tended to approach though Banzhaf Beefcake was way ahead ••, 4:15 P.M. in the Quad behind the law
bleeding ulcer echoed this thought, saying . the issues from the point of view of the on points. " ,',' " ,.', ,:,< schooL Beefcake. 'says that if the Barron
that she "had the Superwoman syndrome. individual rights' of the persons involved, ' ':: Barron ,Van Slaughter: ','Controversial falls to show up and defend his title hewill
I would get up at 5:30 A.M. tl) fix breakfast stressing fairness and justice. On the other World, H~vyweight Champ. Shown here take, it by. default.,.wJf;~" " '
,;....."'.JIf-,.,-,ac~¥'.~:,. .._~"'~~'~;ol-4:"t"'» ...., "v:, .."":'\ '.:~ -,"r '''-', .,•. 1) ..~..",.-.;:.:••t:......~""-,,,(.,. __,.. ,,, ...... _.~~::> . ,.<-. .. ye :;~:>".~·j-:i<.'~:<7f'~"'_:-"'·,'-~:·~'~';:·"·'·"'·"·'""';'_-,,7. : -". ,., " ::'0' '. >.",.,,"'~',""
by Prol.JoluiF. BaDzhalDl
, '"-- 1986 BAR CANDIDATES:
,,'. ,
l' .
On Campus: 2025 1St., N.W.
:::"Suite 106
, 887·0771,
,./Hours8am-7pm "
Sat. 100m ~.-5 Plll.~. '.
" ""',
-
byCindi Wi~ktom
SIPLA
I" ,>' > ,'.'-.- •• :.
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Faculty Meeting Cont.
whether the committee is confident a
particular applicant can successfully
complete the work at the NLC. Brown
concluded that, "The committee always
acted with consciousness."
It was at this point that Kayton stated
that he never accused anyone of acting
improperly. He' again noted that no one
had responded ditectly tohis comment. He
also said, again, that no admission stan-
dards had ever been put in writing. Then
Prof: Maximilian Pock shouted, in
reference toKayton, "(y)ou oozehostility,
man. Itmight be different if youwere a bit
more credible." Kayton then reiterated
his request- to' study the admissions,
process, and stated that he would also
request of Barron that a particularization
of. the admission standards be made.
'Barron said he would take the request to a
faculty committee, and they would
determine whether .further. 'action was
needed.
The meeting closed on a more subdued
note, with the election of five members to
the Faculty Appointments, Promotion and
Tenure Committee, and an announcement
by the S.B.A. Those elected to the com-
mittee were Profs.C. Thomas Dienes,
Robert Park, Donald Rothschild, Roger
Transgrud, and Glen Weston. S.B.A.
President Karen Avagliano was then
.recognized by Barron, who turned the
floor over to S.B.A. Vice-President Frank
Perry. Perry said that in response to
declining enrollment at : the NLC,' the
S.B.A. will sponsor a law day for area
college students. This will allow
prospective law students to visit with the
student bodyand faculty, and see the NLC
facility, .Perry said.
Open at ,11:00 For Lunch
. Monday Thru ..Friday" '.
UNIQUE SALADS, HOMEMADE SOUPS, OVERSTUFFED
SANDWICHES, GREAT BURGERS, PIZZA .AVAILABLE FOR
LUNCH .
CARRY -OUT AVAILABLE
PIZZA HOURS: TUESDAY-FRIDAY 11:00 A.M.-MIDNIGHT. .
SATURDAY" 5:00 P.M.-MIDNIGHT
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE ph. No. 223-2086 .
HAPPY HOUR MONDAY·FRIDAY 4-7:30 ($4.25 PITCHERS>·
DRAFT BEERNilE WEDNESDAY • 85c/
LADIES 'NilE lHURSDA Y .# r·OD
Disc Jockey Monday-Thursday 9:00 PM-l:30 AM
. Friday 5:00 PM-2:30AM
Saturday 9:00 PM-2:30 AM
'2131 Pennsylvania,Ave.,' ~;.tw. 223·2077
.. , ~ , , , , \ , , , , ' < • • t • • ~ \ \ , • ~ " ' , , , \ , '
.. ~ , , , , \ , , .... • • , \ , , ' , • \ • \ \ ' ~ , ~ • > , 1 , '
·~:::~~~~~11t~'?{{"c~;~::·;:?);';
.~'."}:,'; "'. ··c. ':,' :~~~"j;~i:;·;:2;:-;:;'~};{';):;;·.~i';!'>:,\~{.."
Worki ng' fo~[~~'~rs~:t~l~~;!"J,~"~§~'~i~tFlor
. . . _. ., .•;, ;';'>;;". :' ...."~;~.\.':';".;.~:~c':':.':,,:~:'fc-;::·~·~;':,.f.·,~:,··,~:(n~;'~F;;i:"};~:;j>}'.f""
sev~re po~eriYthat' ~ontinues~. exist in' 'arrive to live iJilhe numerous labor c:amps/:i'; (the vacancy rate for housing is less than
'. this country. Itwas a summer 1will. '. never surrounding Belle Glade arid work m the,::.: one percent) •.tenants must 'pay between
forget. . . . fields.With these numbers added to ~elle,,:,<, $160 a~d $300 for these o~e room "apart-
Belle Glade Florida is a rural town, Glade's 17.000 pe!Manent residents., the }7:ments and co~munal toilets. ,Asmanyas
situated 45mil~swest ofWestPalm Beach .vicinity·s population can peak at40.000.<.(;',lo~ple .live.dn each of the rooms in
and 85miles northwest of Miami. As the ," Belle,Glade is a tr.oubledto,!~.1t fa~es .,\~;teondltions that.would clos.edo~ a prison,
IdM self-proclaimed, "WinterVegetilble, many problems·Wlthchromc· h~usmg "~"Many people,~~le to elt~r findor pay
by Dona ooers Capital of the World." Belle Glade prides shortages •.and outbrea~~: ?f' disea~e,;f.~;'.fO~a room. ·1.lVe,illegally, mco~demned
'Ibis article describes Belle Glade..my itself on its agricultural production. Its '. epidemics. Inmany\Vays.ltlS, Am~rica s.. /'ybuildings which. landlords leave ahan-
pl
ace of employment during this past . major industries are sugar cane farming ., third.world.'·'::"::'~':':;':;;·'f~,-~·':doned and unsecured. orin broken down
summer.'Ibe day I arrived for work at and processing. and. secondarily.. " ',. Housing<>',i;r;;,;';:ca~andbuses:Wh.enquestionedaboutthe
Florida Rural Legal Services. a paralegal vegetable, farming. Belle Glade' is ': In Belle Glade's southwest ~ectionl:c:~ dangers ofl~v.tng in th~e places, people
in the office took a visiting UPI reporter surroundedby 350.000acres ofsugar cane. historically referred to tn city ordinanc~s":~f say the conditlon ofthel!' present spaceis
'andmefora tour ol the town.I watched in its dominant economic base. Cane cutting as "Colored'. town." where .the , town s,::;· ..no worse t~n .that which .they left. Yet
horror as the reporter grew sick while' is widely regarded as the most difficult Haitian refugees 'and malority,of.,<~despitethls chronic shortage. Belle
exploring the inside of one apartment· farm work still performed by hand." ..;;' . AmericBpblacks live, the condition ~f!he ,;'::Gla~es' leaders have chosen to dolittleor
buiJdiJig. finally excusing himSelf to rush . Belle Glade's population represents 'a, housingISdeplorable. MQStof the housmg ...;Dothtng., Instead they. have worked to
outside to escape the revolting sights and" uniqueethnic~andcultur~ ~ix. There are;~:, is officiallr l~lled as substandard. and ,~;:"¥ens~e~at the town's poor ge~noreliefby
smells of a structure inhabited by hun-. a~ It;astl2 distinct ethmc groups living~;:>much of It .lScond.emnable.· Nearly 2O·,?-~.rentin~ ':0 acres of the .Clty housing
dreds of tenants all but abandoned by the. wlthm the town's 3.82 square miles:',;-~·percent of the housmg in, the ghetto is.t':~' authonty ~..land to sugar and vegetable
~landlord. '. '. . ..... · ........Jamaicans. Mexicans. Haitians. Cubans.:,': called :"uninhabitable,"· a meaningless'p:growers.···.,:,:':'J·o
A, source of migrant labor for the east 'Anglos, American Blacks.,' Arabs.'·l' \ term since the vacancy rate in Belle Glade :~'':';'~Standing in the way of any progressfor
.coast, BelleGladeis run byMasons,White American ~ndians;'·Bahamians.~~:( appr?aches .. ~ero~: Each· apart~~nt:~:K; the. tenants are the l~ndlords. many of
Supremists,a slwilIord judge. and a cadre, ....Salvadorans, Nicaraguans,. Indians, and"';;;,, building contains a' catalogue' of 'housmg•.J':;' whom are public' officials,who serve as'
j ofsugar cane producing corporations. For '. Filipinos.· Many of these~ people; are:-i;}' code violations. which ..are ignored "until ",ii-' ,decision makers in houSingcontroversies.
three months I worked on migrant·farm- refugees. with the largest gro~p being t~~ii~'tenants .contact.·'Florida.Rural·. 'Legal':~;,;TheCountyJudge for Belle'Glade,DonT.
.workerand Haitian refugee problems. and r ,.5.000 to 8,000Haiti~ns. Each WlDter.10.000 ;~,~iservices to represent them in civil cases to '-,:.Adams,' owns a ,network of low-income
during that time grew to appreciate the .~. . to 15.000 WesUn~an; sugar. cane cutte~;$.~l;'force the,; landlords to, fulfill .UteiI' ..',,:, houses. aparbnents.and duplexes.Healso
. '. '. . .;:,:.'",;;.ty;;t,'<' -".;:::,;:;·~r:i,';2J~~11obligations.Few of thejail-celllike public;'~.t;must judge landlord-tenant cases' and
\ l I . ' '. '-',' 'B'" A' . ···K··· ·\'"c." ;·~;;];;··.q':·C?~~;·. "',. lodging establishments in the southwest,~.:;,ccases mvolvinghis, tenants. Belle Glade
V'J (LCOHe·: .;e"k··; ';;;*'.';i2;'/·;X::;;/;::;;,\sec!i~? have individual toilets or.washing~~~:Housing A~thority B~r.d mein~ Amelia,".'.'."",'l'~" ." '1' . , 'b .~';:.··:,T ;t'f·'/;~:h··;t; ."facillties - th~ are shar~ communallY;fl",Houston.City-CC?JIlI1USSIOnerDarnelByth-
. ., ....,' ...... . ." ....,' ".....••. '........; ..'j ..,\.:;((';'::."~;'; by all.·from babIes l>eingtoilet·trainedto"j;,wood. and' Belle Glade Planning and ZOne
~
nUr -10m 'r" n W. 1no. "5'" : ...:fl.""n.,;.'.'"'.;'~;~.;;.'.'..".'." ';:eld..erl.Yin...con,tine.n.t a.lCO.ho.li.·CS.':'-:"< " '. "";:f~l~Board.memberswilliePyfrom and..Homer. lJ' l. U W ;' .,tJ L8;:;Cfi.j:; "~'.i.~Beca~_oft!le _se.v~te.hoqsing shortage:~~Hand ;,are,.:.among . ,the~.town's leading
. , ',i!'~ ", 'c'.: '~~!~;~,~,",1;,,:~;.., ..·.•' .:u'0.Zf·'~(';:1;i~iBi;;:E'~lt~~~iri~·~~·~~;~:·'1Sk",III s
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These articles describe the summer jobs
held by two N,LCstudents. They are part of,
a continuing series about the various types.
of le~al employment held by GW students.
,i •
,co. :--~~',~'~~<'F:"J .-</~,. "
. ' ,.:' by Margarita B.Marin',::.,S ::~;1';.~·;;~'theBank. fo~instance.Js slowtokeeppace
>,,:L~,:: There are alternatives to working for a' '("with changing trends in North American
'< . ' large law finn during the sUmmer. Law' . society. I spoke with women at theBank
, students contemplating suCh alternatives' who felt they had been side-steppedfor
might consider a 'summerjob at an in- promotions. or who had worked at the
..:t, ternational organization. Washington. ",. same job for many yearS and had not
'. D.C. houses many', international. in-' .... progressed. The !DB. as many otherin·
,.. ';:,stitutions; ...' .;., .. ;,.,,:. ·ternational institutions. mirrors the
, ': As a Spanish-speaking law .student I ; society structures found in many nations.C ',');.:,was interested in working for a devel~p-", overseas. as well as our own.wherethe
. :' ment organizatiQn that interacted· with;~"labor force is hierarchical arid stratified.A ./~,.:~~America. That way I could use my"t. Men occupy most of the professionalslots'
TeL78s-G0414 .. ~,\- 5 .,·bllingual skills and work in .an in-- within the organization. ~omell occupy
, ',; tern~tionalsetting. Two summers ago I"m06tofthesupportstaffpositions. 'Y0•men
E.'.,.,obtamed a. legal job that gave me the ;--are in very few positiops of responsIbility.benefit of both. I worked as'a law clerk in ' But there was some evidenceof change..B the legil1.. deparbnent of the Inter- My supervising attorney was a woman.I
American Development Bank (IDB)~ ',:,must add that she was one of the mosto The IDB is' an international lending ',' competent attorneys I have evermet.She .
O' institution which was, created in 1959 to reassured me that the role of wom~foster socio-economic development in ,within· international organizations IS
K~;',Latin America. Its primary aim is. to :. progresslng.Yetprogress i~ slow,pari, . . , . ....•.... provide low interest loans to developing .ticuJarly because of the mternationa.' 5 ~.Latin American countries to help finance ., make-up of such institutions. I
, " . .' . economic and social development projects "Although sexual differences a~ sharp~C I-tECK 0UTauR STU' Dv in both the private and public sectors. The ~.< d~flned at the !DB. natlon~~y differ::lI. AI DS · Bank, also assists developing nations in " are not. One becomes an interna nds
.£/'1ANU E L S' . , ....y formulating their ownlong-term economic ;:.'employee." a ~status that tra~an,
, LEGAL LIN£" S . - '1' strategies and policies. The IDB finances nationality. One is no longeran Am~ank
GJILBERT$ '. ",~q" projects in five fields of econonUc and. or Nicaraguan, or Israeli., but a set·'
CAe:E SUMl/. SUBS TANC'- '" ' ..,;~"social development: agricultural and ",;)'member", -:'" an international civilCOlli"
,.;)NOTES' "F; . e ,",,\ ~;,rural~ development industry, urban .:,~··vantworking in an international to
. . 'NU 1-0E"0 CJ.lARTS· ".'.....deveJopment,. education and technical ~:,,:munity, together with other lDem~g
. . .. T5/-1FLL~, ' ' , ," ,~peration. '.,::'.. . ':.reachacommongoal. There is somethat
~ /-IOUPS:" :9:30 j.; G~O''0 ';".-1'Vt '. ~:' ";i~' ..,,~.t'., )-::i ,w:tntrinsiCallyappeallngabo~:::W()l'k
, . . . f"\" " , ..'".... .. _ ",', ,~., "r"'., p-;...,.; , he Bank gives 'eXternal ,'. '. '. people from different coun project. ,
,," ,," ': , " .. : . ' ~'''~'~~,<.t: ,{,:.';' , ':..' veloping naU~DI. but it ::istance to. "'It together toward ~ comn;o~limate ill. .'" ,:' .. '...., +•. '~:'<\ ,'" • ternal problemi. The rot _ era somei Irrespective 01 the J)OUtica "
'. "', " " , , \ ,-" ' ", ,,: " '%ii' ".. Jii?, Ie .. women'at ~ their natlve.JMIW1trles ...
• ,. ,"~ , "if';~ ..~.~",..." (~~ ~ {J',~¥'.... .-_
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and, ironically,worst slumlords. ailmentand nearly all of the AIDS cases>';.~'-",
BeachCountyrecently applied for~} ,come from the less.than' one square' mile' '.~.,;,.:,:
,uJjoni federal grant money to help. '/ ghetto.' Two.doctors; Mark Whiteside'and:~~<:;'.
Glade.In ~uly;HUD deniedvtbec Caroline MacLeod, of Miami's Institute of;
'cited proposaL for 'discretionary "Tropical· Medicine;,have. cared for -the
g, Thismarked-the first tim.ethaL'};;town's AIDS patients and studied their
eneymonieshadbeen requested,to"ccases. They claim that Belle Glades'.AIDS
BelleGlade's poor. : :' outbreak'~ partially the result of its' '.
y onegroup, Neighbors Organized,· terrible environmental conditions; which ,.
\dequateHousing (NOAH>,has made . they liken to African'slums, where the- -
realcontrib~tion~ohelp the situation.<-:/disease is believed to 'have originated; ."
dedby Sr. -Pat-Downs, a:' Catholic <i.- Whiteside and, MacLeod have --en-
ionaryserving the poor of Bellec.countered only hostility as theyattempt to
NOAHis trying to organize both;'.explore their theory. They claini that the
~IY and publicly-funded. housing\; Centers for Disease Control and state and .
~ts,Muchlip service, but little actual-- local authorities resist any attempts to
, ee, has 'come forth from Belle:;;;;'cooperate in 'theirtesearch:These
eauthoritiestoassist this grassroots problems;'continueto exist despite the
anization.The fact that. this '.'doctors': findings of AIDS among.'.
~turally'rich area within affluent,: heterosexwilnon-drug users, many of:;>
BeachCounty, .FL,.·is served by;: .:whomare children with parents outside of,A;~
oUeand Mennonite missionaries,.: a known risk groups-If their, hypothesis .'
, volumesabout the unique ,"Third~>(;',that AIDSis an environmentally-triggered".·
:dambiance"of this troubledtown.,:~,- disease ,involving; .disease.carrying";-;'~ ..'...'
Health Problems.< ..·,~'·,: ~";.'<" mosquitoes proves true; then many of the ',;' , ..... ; '"c, :':';' ,
eGlade's 40 cases of AIDS iiL its,:; unanswered questions surrounding AIDS,"'::':,Belle Glade resident;.·,.".,::,,> '. "
west~ectionhas earned the town the';:":will be answered.;,.·' ..o.t .' ..,.', <"f,; most. Anyone in Belle Glade is, properly,,' . .Dean, Jr .,' o~e of nine' members arrested .. '
titleof "AIDSCapital of the World."i.'cc The AIDS epidemic has J:irought much '~; much more concerned about, being the; for randomly assaUlting black people and
~notsomething to be proud of, and :.L prejudice and discrimination against the";Xvictim of one of these than a victim of terrorizing companies who hi;re blacks.
!own'sleaders have tried, to· divert· ;·Haitian community, Belle Glade's newest'.;'"'AIDS. Belle Glade's infant mortality rate .Whileone fourth to one half of the people
tionto the. town' by ,manipulating; :,underclass. Yet AIDS is not the orily or,': .•ranks among the highest in1he nation (the of Belle Glade suffer in its squalid ghetto,
iltiesand blaming media. for the bad~~;,\vorst health ..problem theyface.'Tuber;"·:;j federal government established a birthing .it is' the children who suffer. most. Two
,Figures show;however, that half the ...,;',:.culosis,. ,ameobicdysentary, '.'parasites,?,';' center in town to alleviate this problem- years ago a baby in neighboring Pahokee
,IeinBe~eGl~uie'withAIDS have no~{ihookworm,': and hepatitis -,ravage the t;"("Jast month, sudderily and, withoqt; ex~ 'c. .' died when she'fell from her second-story
:linydefmednskJactorfor.the.deadly":,,,.Haitians.:,~,ranks~aJfec.ting:.the:children'E;';plailation,officials closed it down. Poor". :. ap'artment ~ter her mo~er's )8I!dlord
','·'.!,::C'·;r>1",,'.".h;'::'.':,:',{·:"··;} ······,',·"·i,f,! ..;.·" '''', '.:7!·'·';"·',:~':,',·women must now go back to bearing'- would not fIX the glued wmdows'~n the
, . '~~ .'~':'T;:"\:.:;J;;.,," . ~O~;~;\;<.';f("";::'::Y~"":-;;;;~< ~}~',,,o: ;.;: ,children in their, unsanitary homes.) Many';'" shack he rented to them; another child
t Ir1t~rnati()rial'B(i'hltJ~i?;,;""=::~:t';:~~.:5},,$~~~ ::r~":r~
_ " . , .<""~ ".' anything on their feet. One third of Belle For most black children in the Glades
. . .,' ..".:,<~>",~~.""c<'>';'~.'J:;;"""':"; ~1',:"", .'-' , •. :> ,Glade's school children have giardia, and' " the violence done to them is much more' .. :~;":,,<,,.~,;?;-.,:;. . . '..·,.'f, ' •. "':';:"«;'\"'-"""("':" intestinal parasites.. '...'•... .......':.. subtle•. They are simplY condemned to'
rheBank!Jas'~ur·~~ri~i~?I~~~~~e.s>'i.·~,~e~:~~~tsb~:t~=,~'c~=~~'\"~~~:[~c:e~~::n~~:ceG~~e,~s~a:~'" .:~nn~~e~:~' J=:~::~~d ~:=~:
~eease files contam documents 1J!O:' statutes and regulations, judicial opinions',> story . Public, education was-not teachers realIZe that assigning homework
h, English,French andPortuguese.,;; policies and practices. The !DB also look~"'e desegregated in Palm Beach County·until to a child living in a dimly lif one or two
;!staff; attorneys are trained; in;lhe",,: to the legal opiniollsof other international';' the 1970's. The white response in Belle r~m.hovel shared with nine others is a
law tradition. O~ers;Jike. U:S.at-j;,organizationssuch as the UnitedNations,"'Glade was to open private schools for, cruel jo~e.. ',.. . . .
~,are schoole~'mthe common law~,;;the World Bank as persuasive authority'".; whites and middle-class Hispanics"., _ Once a child decides to follow the
lOn, The pl~adings' a~d ,briefs· are:' for its determinati\)ns.The Bank's court of ':::leaving its mostly black students to eke out. ·.... parents' footsteps ~nd become a. farm-
. hat eclectlc,appeasmgattorneys. :~,last . resort> is _an ;. International Ad-';,' an education in its underfunded Glades worker., education seemspo~ntless
underboth systems; Co ~3~\,' ,. i: ' 'l ministrative Tribtinalcompcised ofa panel;'. Central High School. . ..... ..'. . '. anyway. Onedoesnot need to read or write .
lth.e ~ost pa~~,IDB attorneys focus:, ...·of world-acclaimed judges, including one'< . Many residents of too ghetto d~ not to pick crops.'.
~ttentiononloan projects.Therefore,::,; from the: United States, ;former. Second·, speak English and older black Americans . . Conclusion
ary area '.'of: legal.emphasis:is '~rCircuit Cotp't·Judge of the.·..U.S. Court of .;"," who gravitated to Belle Glade from rural ' .. Twocontrasting themes dominate life in
~cllaw.Buttl1(!negotiations'prior to,;"Appeals, Charles Breitel."q":'r':·;:\';,'·· ';'~'Mississippf or Alabama cannot even sign ' the Glades. The first is the contrast bet-
g the contracts are, also critical. ;)c<~. _.: .~ "'>' -';:'~;;,; their names. These people are the constant '. ween the area's natural beauty, with its
ltaff lawyers often compose part.of.:.,;\~ Asidefrom theprofessionalbenefits that>;victim.s o(unscrupulous merchantS who lush tropical setting, open vistas, exotic
. nit "team,'.~whichis sent onvarious such posiUons,' at: irlternational": 'rival the Everglades mosquitoes for their '. wildlife, and vast sunny skies, and the
~nsabroad to llegoUate the terms of ,,';-organizations ,lcan' offer, there are. also.. blood-sucking skills. . i .'" filthy degrading squalor and suffering of
~velopm~ntloans,~=.:;,;:i::;;,>·;·,;;c+personal.benefitsthat law~ firms can'-, -There is a witch doctor in Belle.Glade, '- the Glades' farmworkers. The other is the
!DBhas:recentlStimplementedan.iiseldomlymatch. Through my work that .... and voodoocurses compete with machetes' contrast between the wealth and
al employee,;labor. grievance;>' summer, I had an opportunity to interact';;and hl1Ilting rifles in pick-up truck win~ magnificence'of Florida's GoldCoast, the
~, Consequently;".the:legaldepart":.i;c~"with.many~people" including heads of~ dows as mearu; t? n:solve disputes. Thl:!re growers', planta~io~-style mansions and
~~s ~gun to handle a.multitude'·of>....state. As', a •."member cof ':the IDB :l~al·~~ , ..is little sense O! Justice or legality. Ille~al the area. s $450nlllhon cane industry, and
! IIlvolvmgemployment-related labor:~';department,1 attended a,negotiatlon '<lotteries, prostitution, and drug trafficking the homble poverty and peonage .of the
~eonlractissues'~'_:;<'_d''-:~.'''·,:-,,-:~~:meeting·_withthe,Venezuelan Finance" are ope~y conducted. While people are. ' .. workers who serve the wealthy and tend
~ IDB, ..~;;as:; ~n':;internatiOrial":jMinist~r;and '~-c0D!'«:ence",with ·the·"'·'occa~ionally jailed for such offenses, it is ...' the crops that feed us all.-
~ ,tion,-dS . not::, subject, to; _the Argentine ForeIgn Mmlster . Moreover, ,consIdered a laughable ~atter ..Afte~all, :
,etlonof any, of ltsmembercoun-:~ the research aspect of my work led me to . ,howmuch worse.can a jail be, WIthtoilets,. r-~' ~----....,
COUrts, including the United States, , .. numerous-"6ther divisio~ in 'the Bank,":'" heat on South Florida's occasionally frigid '
~ When it chooses to waive that ,"'where I learned a great deal about the·', $,. days, and three daily meals, compared to DISTINGUISHEDF~CULTY_
,ty e.g.; for·the enforcement oC business aspects of legal transactions. ,I ", ·~the life sentence of living in America's AWARDANNOUNCED
I~ets,Asa result, the legal work citen ,'saw how these sections operated and, if most terrible ghetto'? , .. .
Ues privilegesp and immunities ." harmonized their functions. ' ": '-,,;.','/ As if Belle Glade's black farmworkers .D?nal~Rothschild ls"the wmner of the
,ODS raised by,· the .bila teral . As lawyers, or lawyers-to-be, we must·:: .did not have enough troubles, a newwhite Dl~tingulShed Faculty Award ~or 19!J5.
'!llents formedbetween the Bank and ,,' not forget that w.eare working for people, '" supremist group, a Klan clone calling ,rIns award, voted on by graduating third
~ber countries.,« .~ ,~'. ... "'~ ,";'whether they be individuals, institutions,! ~.;; themselves the "White .PatrIots". has '_.' year law - students. ~for excellence in
I~ .• ,' .:...~:'.' ~: ,,:',':;-.: ';; >-. '.' ;-;~ornations, and that we can effectively use ::/:: sprung up. Its avowed purpose is "killing -:! ;: teachin~ ~;lar~~:U~~g~::
8' e the Bank is immune from 'the :2;'.our talents and skills ~to protn,o~ ,the. '.;:~.'"as many niggers as the Good ~rd gives us . , presen ro .
tielawso.f~tsmember countries, It~-~·ge~ral welfare;" '~ii -; "';':'-;" .">Fi ;'.J'.'~the strength to kill,'" according to Carl" ,... 1985 ~pring ,Commencement.
-~-.. : /, -'~:.. '~~~'-~-" ~:- --. : >"o-_:?-_;.·~ ,.;; .. -~ " . . . '.-- .
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The NLC finally has aDean that is the equivalenfofa full-time Dean of' Student, "~:,
, Life. The new Dean's name is Marla,na R. Valdez, and her title is Assistant Dean for ,.,'
Student and Administrative Affairs. . .~. " . .
,'. ~' " .', _, \ ,'. '," • ", '"~-:.' '; '0 ".::~,~' -: ' .... ~
Regardless of her title, her primary function is to be a 'person forstudents to talk to . - ';
when times get hectic, as they often do in law school.' She is there to listen to student --
problems, whether they be academic or personal. Hers is avery important role, In-:
deed... " ',> _:: , ; ; . .i >. "-".'.
. This is not to suggest thatriean Potts didnotfill this r~le adequately! as he has dC>ne
for the past two academic years. ,The same can be said about Prof. Schwartz before,
. that. But let's face it - Potts was, and is, a busy person, with other responsibilities. '.
The same is true with SChwartz. For example, what would happen if a student faces F· - , h' ' d
an emergency situation, and Potts or SChwartz are teaching a class? This kind , Irst ,X'ear: T e Insi e SCOOp
dilemma could not be avoided under the past setup. ' ' _ ',' , .. ' .', . , .
,'Certainly the role played' by the' Assistant Dean for .Stude~t "and Administrative .. ",':{';','t'by Stuart Bender ."y~ars--plliy a one' way versional Trivial
Affairs demands a' full-time.' effort, with no other,· responsibilities. This new : ...., .., ", .:','..7!'/:;;"~ " Pursuit; with' the professor holdingall !be
arrangement is the best way to go, and it is long overdue. It is hoped that there is _,>;g7~;'Warning:-Ex~~ivedoses' of Law . cards. The Socratic Method is that moral
continuity in this position, for one gets better with experience, like a fine wine. The SChoolmaybe hazardous to your health.'~equivalentofa firing squad, where yOOJ'
bottom line is, however, that the void has.been filled, and it is all for the better. . ,i-i"·. ,,:,;, ; d.H·- ,If ·law school· were marketed .'.as .a ' odds would be better if you were pickinga
., . -product woulditpass;~government·in" . fighfwithMr.:T.'"
.. spection? Would it be sold over the counter· Outside of the classroom, daily activities
': with a warning label or sold only by; are seen iii a' new light. Conversations
, prescription? Or' to put it ina. more become "study breaks." Eating habitsare
legalistic framework: is law school' an i;'drastically altered. The typical first year
inherently dangeroussubstance?,~.\;, '. ';"'grabs a cup of coffee and a glazeddonut!
Children typically are bundles of. stored .energy. Not havirlg the wealth of ex_TO an.inco!Ding first year student, law, ':' and hurries offfor class. Forfir~tyeardaY i
perience to know what is acceptable behavior, which most adults are assumed to c.- school hits Wlth all the calm and serenity~-',< students this "Yuppie Chow" IS "break·1
, . possess,. ';hildren ofteJ.1release their energy in jnappropriate ways. The result is" , " ';:d~;~~~~v~~:o~c:fa:~,:it~n::~_J:o,!::~~~~,.~~~trearllight s.tudents.this is i
usually mJury to the child or a playmate, or even destruction Qfproperty. '., . .over the summer ~'T~y'~ mail the budding. -;::;', In addition to classes inTorts, ContractsI
. Apparently some-members of the NLC commurrlty have acQuired a' <lesiretO law student a list of recommended bOoks.>··-·and Criminal Law, first years are exposed
become children once again. Recently, a mixer was organized at the Marvin Center :..The list is single spaced and 20pages long., .:.' to Legal Research and Writing, otherwiSe
for gay and lesbian studenfs. An announcement of this mixer was posted throughout You begin to get the idea ~tyou may be· . known as "Looking for Law in Alltile
:l th~ NLC.building, as aJ.1invitation to gay and lesbian law students. 'Unfortunately, the reading. a ,lot·come fall: :h'.;;~',,:\ ....., ., "Wrong Places." InLegal Writing, ther~tI
r mIxer did not meet With everyone's approval at the NLC, as more than one of the ",' '.Then one day, it happens: yoU wake uP.; year" is "given· practical experience In i
posters was found to be tom down. What makes the matter worse is' that identical 'and find yourself heading out the door to , . researching law by .a device known. as I
behavior was exhibited when a similar mixer announcement was posted in the NLC- "register for law school. There to greet you .. ' "finding assignments."FindlnS assIgn-i
'xillding last spring. . .', _ .... 0'" are assignments pasted, on the board " '. ments are only half of the fun, nextcomesI
, • , .', ._ J',' ',. before yoqr. first class even meets. Most using the Blue Book, a book namedafter
Adults are thought to be able to distinguish between right and wrong, and therefore,' . assignments· are short.' For instance one .' the emotional state it induces. .
assum~ to be able to channel stored energy in constructive ways. All mem~ of the Contracts,: assignment stated "Read the ' This is not· to say that .law schoolIS. aU
NLC community would appear to qualify as adults. Yet, as the destruction of the ,.Restatements of Contracts (ALL) and be. work.RealiStiCallYifYO~bUdget~~tilD~
posters detailing the gay and lesbian mixer suggest, there are children in our midst; ~ ..~ well versed; in U.C.C.· Article 2."· You ' well and can get your life Org8rllZ Y :
Not only are these disgusting, chi1d:like acts destroying property,' but they are un-· ' ::·wonderif they are kidding. You find out can learn a lot about law ande~n ~
doubtedly injurious and dfensive to those in the NLC community who choose an' they are not." .:.::._ .' . about yourself. Then, on that magIc y~
altemative lifestyle, tor. what ever reason. '.. ,.' ",,: '" For the new student life is anything but-· happens - you find yourself in classlun·
: ' '.:....' - .... " . .; ."": ... "'.l ....·: 'r .:':~~ .• " ...: . duli;Frantic yes, but definitely not dun. swerlng a queStion correctly or v~ods
1bf&behavior shOUldand must stop. Of course, It cannot be forgotten that we lre .'t' Within these waUs the first year disCovers •.~ teering to be called on, the professor ues
dealing with chi1dre~ and these children must play. Let usbope that in the future~:~, ~".'. "law school".home of the Socratic Method his head to you in approval and contin '
thesechUdrencanfurinet the1rltoredenergyintoacademic~ts.: (n.: ~d the .PlatonlcRelati~nship. He~ first " Ab, 'the ~eet taste of suc~ss ...
~"l • • __~ .1 _j .>< !"",",.._. ,~... _.:.:_.. . /,.... 4 '-, '. ,,",'" " ~ t • ,"" ...... ,",
....' ,. __.JAo'4>",",,,,,-.o_-"": _-",--,,--~_'_-....:..:..~ __ -... __ ,'--': • ...4,,_,,_ ' ... _ ...... _~ .. ':-o..,.-.__ -._,"~; ,'~..~_:,..".":~..,.-".t<-"._/~,;~,.;.,,.,..._.::,'.;." < ,', ' ' , ..__ ~ ~ ~_ •. , __ _,.~~:~,.,:,;O'..-'-.-p: .. '" t',-tt,":"~" ~f' 1 .,.., ~.~.'~.: ... t."." ~'.
Wanted: ,Student Pertlclpetlen
Now that the initial rush inherent with the return to classes is over and everyone is
settling Into their routines, we pause to consider what the future holds. Our school is
wonderfuUy dJverse; The NLC is one ~ the few in the nation that claims a student
body drawn from every state in the UnJon as well as numerous other countries. To '.
attempt to capsullee our plethora ofphilosophies, political incllnatlons and goals in an' .
effort to predict our course would be, at best, simplistic; rather, we must depend on
general notions of rough ambition combined with the social obllgatlon inherent in law.
Greater understanding of diverse viewpointa promises a more successful career as
attorneys and individuals. We subscribe to the AristotUlan concept of the market-
place of ideas, and believe that law school is probably the last great forum in which
we as students will participate prior to entering practices as associates to analogical
attorneys. If there ever has been a time to seek out concepts foreign to our nature, It is .
now, for communication is the essence of our chosen craft, and the clash of divergent
concepts is the birthplace o~ r~olution. -
. There are presently more than twenty stUdent groups at NLC, and we encourage all
students to participate in their activities. tn addition, the after-class bull sessions and
study groups are indispenslble elements in the proper legal education. Students
should transcend the myoptic mind-set of the individual who seeks out only like-
minded people; from such springs the repugnant elitism that never builds but only
destroys. .
The Advocate views Itself as an ideal forum to express opinions to the entire Law
Center. We are revising our editorial page to include an open forum available to all »::
whowish to contribute. We encourage letters or op-ed pieces that will provoke thought
and response, thus helping contribute to a greater understanding. After all, .there is
little point in believing in something if it is never shared. ,
Fillin,9 the Void -
J~ , Ch ild renMustPlo'y
-
We Can See No Reason
., The efforts of the administration in obtaining quaUfied and dynamic new and
visiting faculty truly is commendable. While the already talented NLC staff has been
further upgraded, nothing has been done to address the serious problem in the
deployment of current faculty.' . . -. " ,. .
There are some proCessors, though knowledgable in thetr field, who due to a Variety
~ reasons including the ability to convey their knowledge, classroom technique and
individual personality, consistently draw a minimal amount of students in their Jpper
level courses. 1bis strain is disproportionately represented in the first year sections
. First year students are the most wJnerable in the school. Though each class Is <i
greater relative import to these students than to upper classmen, they are afforded no
choice in the selection of professors. There are many highly popular faculty members
delegated solely to upper level courses. We see no reason why first years should be
mandatt;d "!take professors that there is very little likelihood they would have taken
voltmtarily.,~,. . . _ ., ,',. .
-..,Welcome'SOFA
~', ,," r-'
'.
Today we takepartlcu1ar note of the creation of'an organization which we believe
was long overdue: SOFA, or Supporters Of Future Attorneys. Although the majority
of law students are single, there are a number of couples, one working to support the
other's studies. The "other half" "ofthese students have long felt that they have been
excluded from participation in activities in which the student is fully involved. More
than a few first year students asked the admissions office if their spouses were invited
to the Saturday brunch that was a part of the orientation process;' the negative
res~nse ~as a ·le~ than optimal way of. i!1troducing the non-student half of the
relationship to NLC., . . . .
The supporters of future .attorneys are a fundamental part of the married or
"'cobabitating students' life. In addition to providing the fmancial backing these
supporters give crucial moral and emotional support to bolster' their studying com-
.panions. But,unfortunately, the relationshipIs unbalanced; the student unable to
~I.tum the giving is forced to take, study, and take some more. i.'; ..' •
r , .: j SOFA may also fill a need common to couples who have relocated so that one may
atten~ NLC:socialization with'other.couples in similar circumstances. Moving to a
".ne~ cIty always means a separation from old friends and a"type of loneliness before
newfriends are found. Supporters of law students in the past have often been left on
the outside of law-related activities. SOFA, plans to eliminate that disparity by
.'> organizing events geared to the supporter and the couple, not just the student.
'.M.any otherna~0Il:aLI~~schoo!shave long had similar organizations' to meet
.' ,sundar needs. It IS high tune that our school (or, at. least the .students) move to in·
~.., elude the supporters of law stUdents in its activities .
sept. 23, 1985,
- r.: :1::~'"
"C":'/'
:" '. " ' ". . .~
'. Ministry Of Justice. I have taught subjects
such' as civil procedure, administrative
i, law, and constitutional law, but it" was
China that opened my eyes to what can
happen toa society without due process
and the rule of law. Not too long ago,-China
was plunged into the turmoil of what was
called .in Orwellian doublespeak, the
cultural revolution. Aspecial target in that
era were members of.learned professions,
such as law. Judges, law professors, and
lawyers, were, at worst, imprisoned and,
at best,. exiled to agricultural communes,
coal mines, and factories. The justice
. system was often in the hands of shouting
mobs ,of red guards. '
,by J,erolDe A~Barron, ." '
Mythoughts are primarily directed to
~eFirSt.Year Students. But I think the
~estion I asked' at the~ First·Year
Orientationis a good question and I would
iketo share it with all of you. "Why Am I .
gere?" I don't mean me (you'll ask that' ,
~ter)- I mean you. It occurs to me that.:;~,
lIJIIIeof you have asked that question - or-
fill ask yourselves that question. Erik .....
ErikSon,in his writings about the stages of .
~e,speaks of a number of crises in the life
;.every human being. One of the crises he
~s of is the crisis that every young
..... ,'
. Today, under new leadership, China has
. rehabilitated .. its legal profession.
Throughout the· country there is a hunger
,for the rule of law; Many arourid the world
have learned at great cost what it means
to live without dueprocess ..Many of the
courses you will take here willgrapple
with the meaning of due process. It is ali
important undertaking. But more im-
portant, as Mark Twain said, than the
~rsoncomes to at'somepoint.This he words is the tune.' .
calls the "crisis of identity." The crisis of . .'
identityalso has to do-with a question. The' if .The verbal tools taught in this and other .
questionis: "Who Am I?" ,'. . ..... law schools should not be thought of as a
". ...' I'.. ' technical vocabulary designed to separate
Part of answering' "Who Am I?" in- lawyers from society. These tools can keep
valvesthe question "Why Am I Here?" a society free and just. But these tools can
fIlmeare lucky. You know why you are only be of value if you and we are not
here.. You have come to law school cynical about them. Both you and we must
becausefrom 'childboodyou have en" treasure the responsibility and op-
visionedyourselves as advocates. You are portunity we have to learn and teach the
flrtunatebecause at leastfor the moment ' law. Learning law can be the great in-
you knowwhat you want. You will be able " .tellectual experience of yo~ lives. But to '
lDansw~r."WhyAm I Here?",clearly and . take full advantage of it,. you must be
quickly;"'O~''. :" ;:\,~,.::...,:,. "-:sensitive to the divei'sity, that a legal'
/::t.-~~~;:,~.._>~> ""~" ":::'~7~;:~~'~~~~t-'~':~'-""",~'7J{L.~7"i~'.~-:-:ii '.,,,:-:,edueatlon- offers/--:,"'-:~';l').'Jh~~,M'~~><'L:~ ..,~.i ..~,-'
Butfor many of you.. the future is less .', " "
clear.Some otyou are here because you Law Intrigubig ""
couldn'tthinkof what else to do: Others of Whether"it be a career as an en-
youare ..here because a parent or .both I vironmentalist, as acopyright.lawyer; as
~rentswanted .you to enter a learned· a tax lawyer, in the health field, in patents,
profession;-For these and other reasons, in labor, in consumer law, in media law, in
~eactual path that you' would like to government service, or something else,
followis at this point not clear to you. If it you may, through your experience her~,
~anycomfortto you, your situation is not hit on exactly that cluster of pr-oblems
IIllique. . '. which intrigue you to the point that you'.
will ~ontemplate spending a'.career on.
.Kafka on Law '.
,The writer, Franz Kafka, made some . - These observations may seem either
Ulterest~gobservations ~bout being a law unbelievable or self-evident, depending on
studentm.a letter to his father. It is a_' your point of view, but, for whatever it is
relevantletter because one of the reasons worth, I do want you to know that the most
Franz Kafka went to law School was ....important thing that you can take away
DeC8usehis father wanted him to. The from here is not a good transcript, but a
~ungFranz Kafka, law student, wrote to sound well-balanced legal education. You
~ father, as folloWS: ", -. '. shoUld choose your courses on the basis m
"There was actually no such thing .for.... those teachers who help you most to learn.
~eas freedom to choose my career, for,I These will ..not always be· the same -
ew: Compared to the main' thing teachers for all of us. We all react to each - \
(Writing)~erythingwould be exactly as, ' .other differently. But if you learn a body of
Ulucha matter of indifference to me as all ,. law and you learn it well and it captures
~esubjects taught at school, and so it was 'your imagination, no one will be able to
~Illatteroffinding a profession that would ' take that away from you. The examination -
.. lIleindulge .this indifference without process is' necessary for a learned
~Vi~O'USgchmYO·ivCaeni."tytoo IJl,.~~·Law.w.as the .profession, entry into which is licensed.. ... . . But grades should not be thought of as the "
Lawschool is still resorted to by many purpose of education -:- they are an ad- '
~hoare unclear about their career and life junet to it..: . .:\ . " ' , . ,:
~jectives. But even though you may have
!llter~ law school with some indecision, it Ifyou approach law school as something
ean be a great'experience. I believe, as / to be gotten over, as some particularly
aohnes said, that it is possible to live long-lasting but basically unpalatable
greatly in the law. Franz Kafka described medicine, then that is what it will be: If -
~w as "intellectual sawdust." This is a you approach it as a tremendous op-
~rsh judgment. It can be that. But it can . portunity to make friendships that last a
1.1: ~uch more. It can be a liberating ex- lifetime, and to enjoy a line of intellectual
~l'ience; it can be a tool for service and activity that will absorb you always,. then
U,f understanding our society. it will be quite a differentexperienee. We '
" have an infinitely rich curriculum. We
have a' diverse and independent thinking
faculty.. I hope' you avail yourselves 'of
both. I·hope. that· when' your law school
days are over, you·can say two thirigs:I
enjoyed it - and I made the most of it. .
. Page 7
A ~essagefrom
the President
\ '
.- ! ~ ,-
,J, This 'semester the Student Bar
Association is hoping to complete several
,large projects which it began last spring.
One ofour primary goals for this semester
is to 'lXIt out a new academic evaluation
..made specifically for the law school. In the
.Spring, 1984 semester, we tested a new
evaluation ·form in four 'classes vand
received a very favorable response from
students. As soon as a computer service is
, -
SBA. elections .: ,
/' -
for first year reps. '
. will be' held onOct. '10.
found~we'wmber~ady tomake a break
from the old, useless evaluations IXlt out
by the GW Student Association.
The SBAisalso working.·to make.',
commencement a more memorable oc-
casion. To that end" we have established a
fund, ear-marked for commencement
, activities. The money will be used for end
of year ':'reunion" parties, a reception for
students' families and faculty and, to some
extent, a class gift to the law school.
This year the SBA is concentrating on
the effective utilization Of its student-
faeultycommittees. We are eager to see
that there is good communication between
the committees and that the student
'.representatives actively participate. .
One of our new projects will be to host a
Law Day sometime later this semester .
After discussiim with GWUSA President,
Ira Gubernick, 'we have come to the
conclusion that an effective way to recruit
new students to GWwould be to invite area
pre-law students and other interested
individuals to the school to show them
what attending law school is all about. We
hope that this will help attract qualified
students' and potential evening division
students to our campus.
SBA elections for first year represen-
tatives will be held OCtober 10.We will be
announcing the opening of.nominations in
·.first year classes soon.
The SBA has many other organizational
projects underway, as part of our effort to
, do the best job we can for the student body.
If you are interested in helping in any way,
please stop by the office. the SBA Board
meets every. two weeks and all general
meetings are open to the student body. The
calendar on the door of the third floor
conference room indicates the day the
Board will meet. Enjoy your semester I
Student Forum
" ; ~
..... .. 'Chinese Law' ~.. . '.
llliS '.summer. I went with a .group of
~erican legal' educators and lawyers to' .
1lIa .~der the: auspices of the Chinese '
, '. ',:..,' ,l,. ,_ ,r' "
,. ';.' ~ 'l' ,
.. ,~' iI '.
; Recently, 'when i put together my
schedule for the fall semester, I tried to
juggle all of the normal variables;'
. professors, interests, exam schedules, etc.
What I failed to consider was a variable
which now looms very large in my'
academic scheme: Jewish holidays. .
Since most of the good bar courses are
'offered early in the week, I have thirteen
classes between Monday and Wednesday; ,
With Rosh Hashanah falling on Monday
and Tuesday last week, and with Yom
'Kippur falling on Wednesday this 'Yeek, I
originally stood to miss all, of them.
Fortunately for me, some professors"
notably on Yom Kippur, have cancelled_
\ their classes. But, I will have to miss nine
, classes including seven ina row I Some
professors who do have class on those days
ameliorate the problem by allowing their
classes to be recorded or by offering their
class notes to those students who are
absent on those· days. Unfortunately, to
obtain th~ concessions Jewish students
must often ask the professors themselves
since there is no official NLC policy on the
Jewish holidays. '
The CDO has an official policy. They ,
don't have on-campus interviews 'on Rosh '
Hashanaband Yom Kippur. This is very
commendable and should be applauded. It
is unfortunate that the '.rest of the law
school does not follow suit and have a set
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policy' -on •. these holidays. ';.I· do, not
necessarily suggest that the school cancel
classes on these days. I understand that
· despite the substantial Jewish population
at GW, it is not a majority and that can-
celling classes on even two of those days
would wreak havoc with the academic
calendar.
Still, the school should set a mandatory
policy so that Jewish students practicing
,their religion do not lose points on a final
exam due to copying someone else's faulty
notes. Tape recordings of all classes
should be .made mandatory. These
recordings shoUld be made available to
students who· are worshipping on those
· days. We should not have to ask. Writing
assignments should, not be scheduled
around the High Holy Days, especially
.Yom Kippur, when Jews are abstaining
from food and drink for the entire day.
Finally a uniform policy on the Jewish
holidays by the NLC would erase the
dubiousness, that. some professors,
. especially adjunct professors, have about
, these holidays.
I intend to celebrate Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur completely free from worry
about the classes which I will miss. I'm
sure that many Jewish students at N'...c
share my concerns and hope that by nex,
year we will know that we will not have to
miss important notes or beg for them.
Stuart Fischer
Katherine Plombeck
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A Look at TheNevv Prcifi$'~6ii"<r~~;'";n:J~<~~~~~:;<;<'cF'~5!;(;{~~--
-'.'"
< B ar<1ay Clark, the ooIy member<<r:;:a=:'~i~~:=\ ==::'[J
receive full tenure, taught previOUSlyat tax refonn.",,,· .•.. ' ".... " . .,,'~J::~'
the University of Kansas, specializing in " ,TwoOfthe'Visiiii1gaSsociateprofesso~">~:2:'
commercial and banking law;' Professor ',Ralph Steinhardt' and',JimJones,c'-;"~
'Clark has also served two non-consecutive specialize in international law .: For the .•..•..
terms as the mayor of Lawrence, KansaS.' .' fall, professor •.Steinhardtis::-teaching,,:,~·
A close friend of Senate Majority leader, .' Intemationat't8wofAirand Space and ~.,\
Bob Dole, professor Clark said his move Jurisprudencewhile.Professo~ ,Jones~is~.( ..
was prompted by his "groWing interestin teaching International Law and In- ':!;7"'"
banking regulation," and his wife's in- .. ternational' Economic. Law. Both:\;"~
terest in returning to the east. 0'·· :" professors have a contract for one year but.: ~?".
Property' and Administrative ~aw neitherexpressedconc~rn .:over·the ....ii:~
professor, Joshua Schwartz, graduated -·arrangement: "This was a ·great'op- ,.~:;
. from Harvard and attended Cornell Law portunity," said ProfessorSteinhardt.."I';;:'~
SChool. After clerking for the Southern' .wanted to give teaching'a fair shot"';::.,,;;.,
District of New York,Professor Schwartz Professor Jones added, "I think this is a/":-
joined the Department of Justice. After'· goodopportunityforme.tolookatteaching,,·:... ." .~' .,. '.
three years in the Appellate Division for ." at the long tenn, and for the university to .,; .. ,Ba~zbaf. Beefcakec'::':' witb Tobacco R:.~~,::==al:evalllll'" _ttea~ candl~~~«i'!<XC; ..•.. ..:h.argued easeshel,..lhe~.,~y~t~:.1rf1~~::n:~i ...
Professor Cheryl Block also clerked for law. After spending a .semester- at the
the Southern District ofNewYork working U .S.C. film school, she'deeided she was not
under the Honorable Kevin Thomas Duffy. '.. one of those who "had it" and left to work
One time an associate at the Wall Street' in anenvironmental consulting firm. After
finn, Lord&Day&Lord, Professor Block attending Georgetown Law School, .she
has taught at the University of Missouri·' " .joined the United States Department of
Columbia Law School and the University Justice where she Worked in the Office of
of NewMexico Law School. Having grown •..··.··. Legal - Counsel. '.•While advising .•the. At-
up in the east, Professor Block found the::. torney General, the White House, and
position an attractive opportunity: When'l; . other federal agencies, she specialized
heard about the opening 1~ntacted the:', pr~fessionatresponsibiUtyand)e~lr·:~
school because Goorge Washington~%j~( .~,'~<;\.(}~.ii2i,:~f~'~~;"t!::;<i;;<Rj'i;8!.fb
, . ."',\;~.~ClaSSlflea :;">,,
written checkstO'the SBA to examme'> <~.J"', ' ••, :<:':F""~ .'4,:;T>,:"
. the returned check closely. If the en-. ~.:'~:'. .," . '" ; <' :.. ..~ j,--
dorse~ent la~ks ~e official "For" ..2' ;g:;~;~~:=~kAR~d:ac:::~~ ::.~B~~~ni~~~.s.!~ugh.~!-~'Relgnlngchaml
Deposit Only _ SBA stamp, a student .•:, ' .' mM-m.1 mlocatedthree blocllll from ClIJIlP"· 781).1l18l1. _:. ' " •• ',. ..i;- " .
government official should be notified .. ' ",:.248-4360'980-0851.,:<, .•..... .............r ..:.·~. :.:,_?."~-!.,, See story on 'p..,2,,::-;,;~,·_' " -.. ~-
SBA presid.ent·Karen Avagliano:.:NEED'A CAR'1ll1iOvW'·Rabbl(4~:4d;;o.;?~{,;,..-----~--.;..-- .....----
'reported the ttieft to G.W. security and;.",' 800d cond. KDowlIltsown WI)' home rrom mOltD.C.' .·.".·.,.·•.·.0· .FFI·C·E····· 'DOC' '.' "'.'···T: OR
the District of Columbia' Police .;~:~~tn~It':ft~abletoftndthel1lrary.A.te8l: -. .Department. ;~;a~r" .. er. ". ~.andwlmda._78~,,,~~"'~'.2•..:_ ',. .', .. ,
~,·'",;i:~::nm~rT~~nenict:«::,:~~:= Dt~~:'~:::i?'.j "~i~.·.. .' :~,;.".+:..:.·."~~_ "...1N.....'C. .
,', Availableflll'llllbedor unfuriIlIhed. Call Sue, 525-0S11.~<": - " -
,:.... WANTED: SoHd wood bookcue, COlIlPuter desk, .lJII1e.3;;: 1000. '.,Co"nnec' t'lcut".. bedframewith.toraaedrawen'underneathcall Sue' "Jr,-, .
.I:.. :::D:~, f~ persona with an'~_~·2m:~Avenue,N.W.,
'> .~~~b-I~SCb~.S:-:~inue ho~ Nb .' .Suite 1200
Brandnew.TIreI havenevertoucbedpavement.frS. 52i .
2lMl6.6-10p.!D.· Wast1ington, D.C.
TWO HANDSoME SCANDrN.WIAN· LAWYERs uiin.
porarlly .tldyilll at the NLC aeeIdnI fenWepertners 2003'6' -,
withScanclnavlanIntereststo dIJctu cultural dl.f.
fereneeaIn.oclal reJatlona betweenthesexe •. Meet .. at ( 20 2) '223DewnonFriday. at3 p.m.Torecollll!Ze",lodlat two .. _.' ' .. "'.,. . ':'9439
blondemenatthebar withroaea. Nocher.ea. "
•··~,-8TUDENTHEALTHLAW~TlO~:~t )'OlB'Ielf'
:.ontheStldentHealthLawAnn.nWlInIlIat.leaveyour
:'.nameaddress.andphonenumberontheSHLA mallhox
"acl'08lfromtheSBAoffice.3Mfloor Burn.,or .topb)" -:-.
, :Burnaroom303D to II)' hi andcheckout the bulletin
.'.boerdandthemeforInformatlon on healthlawIuue.
"andcareen. .
'GREG,DOwthat JO\I ar~ 24. ~)'OU too ~ld ~~' ~ ~t ;.'
~~ScottKe)"~t3:3O? Well. happy blrtbdBY ID)'WI)',
. .' Elrod.. .' . .
',' '<::'.
:NAINE:On1)'llmOrem.untUwebellD 'c ,;-.14taller clonea.Ican'twalt.I__n., _.__ wort on theMlluel. ~'-...J UlIN)'OIl.~, El
: • • ~ , • .. • 4 • .. • • • • .. • \
.• , ..... _•• '. l'· (',.
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by Chuck Bolcum
In a continuing effort to upgrade the
National Law Center. a recruiting panel
comprised of five faculty members and
three law students have added nine new
professors to the faculty staff. The group
Includes four visiting Associate
professors, three permanent faculty
members and two run-nme visiting
Il'ofessors with honorary chairs.
The nine professors represent the
largest influx ~ faculty staff in George
Washington National Law School's
history. "1 think both the faculty and the
incoming professors are excited by this," .
said last year's chainnan of recruItment
panel, Don Rothschild. "It presents a
great opportunity for the Law Center to
build around a nucleus of young faculty
members."
At the beginning of the recruitment
process, the panel received over 1,000'
applications. A total of 21 candidates were
invited during the late winter and early
spring to meet the faculty and students
and to give a presentation on a subject of
interest. After reviewing the candidates,
the panel presented their recom-
mendations and the full faculty picked the
three full-time facilIty members and the
four associate professors. The two
honorary professors were invited to serve
on the faculty based on their previous
scholarship and teaching reputations.
SBATheft
Friday, september 6th: 'An un-
determined amount of money, reputed
to be in the hundre<m of dollars was
tsken from the SBA office. The money
along with checks were revenue fro~
locker rentals .and donut and coffee
sales ..
The SBAasks any students who have'
The Advocate's
Fall·Ten~'IisClassic
<: , .,
Th~ Advocate is plea~ed to announce' The First Atmual Advocate' Fall Tennis~
ClaSSIC.The tourn~ment ISopen to NLC students, faculty, and'staff only. The events
to be held are ~en s, women's, and mixed doubles. (There must be at least eight (8)
teams entered m each event for that event to be held.> Those individuals without
partners ~ay submit single entries without a partner, and teams will be fonned . 'th
these entries. .. ,_ '. .' WI
The entry fee is $8.00 per team, and this must be Paid the day berore lais to
commence. ,<Thiswill be strictly enforced.> Tennis balls will be prOVide~ ~aired '.'
o~pone~tswill be respo~ible for arranging time an,dplace of their match. (D~dlines .
Willbe lJDposc:<ifor playmg ea<;hround, with failure to meet a deadline resultin in'
~~ ~ea: b~g defaulted. This will be strictly enforced. The tournament direc~or
ac s, ,!ill serve as a contact. person between opponents ..) Tro.phies .will be'
awarded to wmners. .
Of~:~ntry deadline is W~sday, September 25, 1985,at 5:30 p:m" iIi The Adv~ate
PIa W~IB~S 303-B.Entnes may be slid under the office door if no one is present
y '" gm on the weekend of September '1:1. Any questions regarding this t .
. ~~:~ Shou~ be direct~d to Bob Jacobs, An orientation meeting will likely be hC::~-
F . o.r.no.ces as to time and place of such a meeting posted throughout the NLC'
or mqumes, call 676-7325,or 522-3438until 11:15p.m~ '. .' -'. ~, :-...
NAMEDAY TEii:LERPPiH~O)iiNE:r;------"";'---_"::":':""";----:"'~---
EVENIN~ TELEPH~O)iiNEW----"';"--:-----------
DOUBLES PARTNERDAY TELEPHONE - ----~-----~.......:--2
'., EVENINg TELE~Hi(OiriNErE~--~---~--~==
• MOOTCOURTBRIEFS
•. LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES
• ··PAPERS'of
• PLUS,RESUMES AND
. .::~i·';::'COVERLEITERS!
~-__~-}~."~_;_f.·",~,, - .. '
. -FAST' EXPERT WORD-
-PROCESSING SERVICES
FOR .' BUSY LAW
<STUDENTS. WHO CAN'T
. ':ACCEPT A 3-DAY TUR-
,'; NAROUND FOR THEIR
; DOCUMENTS! .
~~, '
=:;~~r.z~~=,:si=~ll ~d'".
en.leIIce. lft)"be Iwill havelOmeInmynextm:.rmoua
Advocate Classifieds
ad~'ancepay'~ent
$4.0~per ~olum~:in~h ; ;.
223-9439
if billed.
8,~~50,per column: ·m·: 'h' ":,., c ~
t , " -~ . l f "
WORD PROCESSING
.OFFICE AUTOMATION
}.SERVICES
